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1. Persisting: Remember that consistent vocal or instrumental practice will get results.
2. Managing Impulsivity: Have discipline by scheduling regular practice for singing, playing, and reading
music.
3. Listening with Understanding and Empathy: Auditory skills are an important part of mastering
music, whether listening to your instructor, your classmates, recorded or live music, or self-monitoring
your own musical performance.
4. Thinking Flexibly: Consider alternate ways to use your voice or instrument to create music.
5. Thinking about Thinking (Metacognition): Be aware of the processes involved in making good
music. What must you do to master a song vocally or instrumentally?
6. Striving for Accuracy: As you practice singing or playing, envision making it through a song with
precision. How do you feel when you have mastered a difficult set of musical bars or an entire song?
7. Questioning and Posing Problems: Decide to ask your teacher about any parts of a song that you
are uncertain about. Ask questions about musical concepts to gain better understanding.
8. Applying Past Knowledge to New Situations: When you learn a vocal or instrumental technique,
how can you apply it to new songs?
9. Thinking and Communicating with Clarity and Precision: Music is a universal form of
communication. Your singing voice or instrumental playing communicates powerful messages. How can
you perform music clearly and precisely?
10. Gathering Data through All the Senses: Think about the different senses used to create music.
How can you use sight, hearing, touch, smell and taste to enhance your musical performances? Do you
ever observe a sixth sense when working with music?
11. Creating, Imagining, Innovating: Think about creating lyrics or a song melody. How does your
imagination get involved in creating music? How can you create new music by adjusting your approach?
12. Responding with Wonderment and Awe: Listen to a new song and notice the vocal delivery, the
orchestrations, the instruments, the lyrics or the song’s main message. How does your close attention
bring about wonder or awe?
13. Taking Responsible Risks: How can you expand your approach to music once you have mastered
basic concepts and techniques?
14. Finding Humor: Learning music is an imperfect process. How do mistakes in your performance make
you a better musician? How can laughing at yourself help you improve your musical abilities?
15. Thinking Interdependently: Collaborate with classmates, family and your instructor when creating
music and making well informed choices.
16. Remaining Open to Continuous Learning: How can you become more proficient musically and
expand your repertoire? What opportunities are available for you to learn music? Consider in person,
online and materials for expanding your musical horizons.

